
   Compound Interest  
Interesting bingos (7s then 8s) made from COMPOUND WORDS (two words, not prefixes / suffixes) 

No new NWL23 words compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

7s FIRE- 

FIREARM AEFIMRR weapon from which shot is discharged by gunpowder [n -S] 

FIREBOX BEFIORX chamber in which fuel is burned [n -ES] 

FIREBUG BEFGIRU arsonist (one that commits arson) [n -S] 

FIREDOG DEFGIOR andiron (metal support for holding wood in fireplace) [n -S] 

FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES] 

FIRELIT EFIILRT lighted by firelight [adj] 

FIREMAN AEFIMNR man employed to extinguish fires [n -MEN] 

FIREPAN AEFINPR open pan for holding live coals [n -S] 

FIREPIT EFIIPRT depression dug in ground in which fire is made [n -S] 

FIREPOT EFIOPRT clay pot filled with burning items [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s FIRE- 

FIREBACK ABCEFIKR cast-iron plate along back of fireplace [n -S] 

FIREBALL ABEFILLR luminous meteor [n -S] 

FIREBASE ABEEFIRS military base from which fire is directed against enemy [n -S] 

FIREBIRD BDEFIIRR brightly colored bird [n -S] 

FIREBOAT ABEFIORT boat equipped with fire-fighting apparatus [n -S] 

FIREBOMB BBEFIMOR to attack with incendiary bombs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FIREBRAT ABEFIRRT small, wingless insect [n -S] 

FIRECLAY ACEFILRY heat-resistant clay [n -S] 

FIREDAMP ADEFIMPR combustible gas [n -S] 

FIREFANG AEFFGINR to decompose by oxidation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FIREHALL AEFHILLR fire station [n -S] 

FIREHOSE EEFHIORS hose used by firefighters [n -S] 

FIRELOCK CEFIKLOR type of gun [n -S] 

FIREPINK EFIIKNPR flowering plant [n -S] 

FIREPLUG EFGILPRU hydrant (outlet from water main) [n -S] 

FIREREEL EEEFILRR fire engine [n -S] 

FIREROOM EFIMOORR room containing ship's boilers [n -S] 

FIRESHIP EFHIIPRS burning ship sent among enemy's ships [n -S] 

FIRESIDE DEEFIIRS area immediately surrounding fireplace [n -S] 

FIRETRAP AEFIPRRT building that is likely to catch on fire [n -S] 

FIREWALL AEFILLRW computer component that prevents unauthorized access to data [n -S] 

FIREWEED DEEEFIRW perennial herb [n -S] 

FIREWOOD DEFIOORW wood used as fuel [n -S] 

FIREWORK EFIKORRW device for producing striking display of light or loud noise [n -S] 

FIREWORM EFIMORRW glowworm (luminous insect) [n -S] 
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